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Best Ingredients

Artisanal Production Process
Panettoni

Artisanal Production Process
Our special ingredient for making
high-quality Panettone is natural
sourdough starter yeast. It is a
mixture of flour and water, fermented
by yeast microflora and virtuous lactic
acid bacteria. Each day throughout
the entire year (including holidays),
10 kg of dough known as the
Starter is prepared, it is composed
exclusively of flour, water and 1 kg
from the previous days’ Starter. New
regulations that take into account
the traditional recipe govern the
production system and seek to
maintain the distinctiveness of the
product.

For this reason, we use only natural sourdough starter yeast. It takes our exclusive
bakery three days of calm, patience, care and respect for natural cycles to produce a
Panettone.
First mixing
The initial preparation is carried out in the dough department, which is a space
designated exclusively to the production of dough and must meet certain technical
requirements. The starter described above is placed in special mixers together with
flour, water, sugar, and egg mix.
First rising
After the dough has achieved a certain degree of uniformity, it is placed in special
containers for at least 2 hours and left to rise.

Panettoni

Second mixing
After ensuring that the dough
has risen sufficiently, it is
placed back into special mixers
together with flour, sugar,
water, egg mix and compressed
yeast.

Second rising
The second rising takes about 1 hour.
Emulsion
meanwhile, another special machine is used to mix butter,
sugar, glucose, water, milk in the amounts required by the
recipe being prepared.

Artisanal Production Process

Panettoni

Cutting
At this point, the entire production batch is moved to the Baking Department where
the first operation performed is that of manually cutting a cross on the top of the
Panettone to facilitate the final rising.

Final mixture
After ensuring that the dough has risen sufficiently, it is placed
back into special mixers along with flour, sugar, egg mix, egg
yolks, the emulsion previously prepared, salt, raisins, candied
citrus peels, natural flavourings in the amounts required by
the recipe being prepared and to obtain a final mixture of
about 400 kg of Panettone dough.
Third rising
The uncooked Panettone are stored for at least 7 hours
in special climate-controlled chambers at 34 °C and 60%
humidity to allow them to rise further. In the meantime
systematic checks are performed (including test baking), to
supervise the increase in dough volume. The Panettone is
deemed to have risen sufficiently when the uncooked cake
rises to the upper edge of the baking cup.

Baking
The uncooked Panettone are then
placed in an oven that automatically
cooks them for a little more than
an hour at different temperatures
so that, in addition to cooking, the
cakes continue to rise and form a
sufficiently large dome above the
baking cups.

Artisanal
Panettoni

Classic Panettone
Typical recipe with soft raisin

and delicious candied fruits

R04766 Classic Panettone
(500 g)

To you, estimator of good taste, Rustichella d’Abruzzo
proposes the Classic Panettone, typical of the Italian
sweets tradition. Soft and fragrant, rich in perfumed
candied fruits and exquisite first quality raisin.

R05253 Classic Panettone
(750 g)

R04765 Classic Panettone
(1 Kg)

Cherry PanettoneWithout raisin

and candied fruits

Aside from the classic taste, Rustichella d’Abruzzo
proposes other real proper pleasures for your palate. The
typical Black Cherry Panettone, for those who don’t like
raisin and candied fruits but don’t want to
renounce to the tastiness of the typical Christmas sweet.
R05252 Black Cherry Panettone
(750 g)

Artisanal
Panettoni

Panettone only Raisin
without candied fruits

R04767 Panettone only Raisin
(1 Kg)

For those who do not like candied fruits, Rustichella
d’Abruzzo propopses a version of Panettone with only
perfumed raisins.

Panettone Figs and Chocolate
without candied fruits

For the first-rate palates, Rustichella d’Abruzzo
proposes the Panettone con Fichi e Cioccolato (with
Figs and Chocolate). The dough is enriched with
delicious chocolate drops and Dottati dried figs from
Cosenza.
R05256 Panettone Figs and Chocolate
(750 g)

Artisanal
Panettoni

Orange and Chocolate
Panettone
with candied orange and chocolate,
without raisins

From the combination gourmand chocolate and
orange the new panettone Rustichella d ’Abruzzo is
born. Two contrasting flavors but well defined, that
combined with skill are transformed into a pleasant
experience for the palate. The typical combination,
counted from the Italian confectionery tradition,
wants to meet the needs of the most demanding and
curious palate.

R08749 Orange and Chocolate Panettone
(750 g)

Artisanal
Pandoro

R04768 Artisanal Pandoro
(1 Kg)

The classic sweet par excellence of the Sweets
Tradition from Verona. The star-like shape, the
delicate vanilla perfume and the softness of the
pastry make the Pandoro the most appreciated
sweet durng Christmas time.
A very high quality artisanal product, made by an
art founded over the rigorous and careful respect of
the needed time for the leavening of the dough.

Artisanal
Panettoni

Panettoncino

R05267 Panettoncino

Mini Panettone 100g

(100 g)

Pandorino
ricetta tradizionale

All the goodness of Rustichella d’Abruzzo artisanal
Panettone Classico in mini form. Despite the
small size the quality of ingredients remains high,
promising a sweet of unique flavour.

Pandorino 80g

All the fluffy softness of the traditional Veronese
Christmas cake in mini-format ... A small moment
of great pleasure!

R05469 Pandorino
(80 g)

Limited Edition
New packaging

Orange and
Chocolate

Only Raisin
R08768 Panettone only Raisin
(1 Kg)

Figs and
Chocolate
R08770 Orange and Chocolate Panettone
(750 g)

R08769 Figs and Chocolate Panettone
(750 g)

Classic

R08766 Panettone Artigianale
(1 Kg)

Pandoro
R08771 Pandoro Artigianale
(1 Kg)

Black Cherry
R08767 Black Cherry Panettone
(750 g)

Artisanal Production Process
Salad Panettone

Salad
Panettone

Savoury cake with cherry tomatoes
and pecorino cheese
...In the morning time during public holidays, the narrow streets of the
little Abruzzo villages are suffused with an absolutely irresistible aroma
produced by the “Torta Abruzzese”. This local bread, deep yellow in
colour due to the abundant use of egg yolks, is particularly soft and
light and has a taste that is both sweet and savoury.

R07992 Salad Panettone
(750 g)

Obtained by slow-leavening with starter yeast, this
is a tribute to the classic Torta Abruzzese cake,
reinvented and enriched with classic traditional
ingredients. To this light, leavened dough we have
added sun-dried tomatoes, pecorino cheese and
poppy seeds. The flavour of this cake will conjure
up images of grazing flocks and the fragrance of
the grassy fields and hilly byways of Abruzzo.

Perfect for finger food and buffet spreads, it is a great partner for meats
and cheeses and is ideal as an accompaniment for tasting young red
wines of intense bouquet. Excellent for a toast paired with a good glass
of Prosecco!

Artisanal Production Process
PanStrozzo

Pan
Strozzo

Rustichella d’Abruzzo offers the Pan Strozzo to its
clients, a dessert inspired by the most authentic
Abruzzese tradition and prepared exclusively with
natural ingredients of the highest quality.
Pan Strozzo, exquisite confectionery preparation,
is shaped like a small dome which is inspired by
the “loaves” that the Abruzzese shepherds brought
with them in the period of transhumance of flocks.
The original recipe dates back to 1300 and has been
enriched by Rustichella d’Abruzzo with the addition
to the precious mixture of dried figs (Ficus Carica) to
enhance the taste!

a Soft paste with figs
and dark chocolate

Pan
Strozzo

a Soft paste with figs
and dark chocolate

A soft paste of fresh eggs, flour, ground almonds,
honey and dried figs, covered by a layer of delicious
fine dark chocolate, with an inimitable perfume
and taste, the Pan Strozzo signed by Rustichella
d’Abruzzo will enrich every special occasion.
To be enjoyed without haste... To fully appreciate the
delicacy and balanced texture, it is good to savor with
friends after a meal or, as a side, with a hot chocolate
or a good tea.
R07910 Figs and Chocolate PanStrozzo
(650 g)

Artisanal Production Process
Torroni

Torroni

Artisanal Production Process
The Nougat recipe is a simple one
but that at the same time needs a
watchful and meticulous preparation.
Because of the meticulous
combination of few precious
ingredients, the preparation of an
excellent nougat cannot exempt
from the use of excellent quality raw
ingredients. In order to obtain our
nougat, we only use the best Italian
selected ingredients.

From the crunchy pistachios to the fresh hazelnuts, from the exquisite almonds
to the excellent honey, everything is carefully selected in order to exalt a recipe
lasting since 200 years, never modified. Our nougat is prepared following a
procedure still 90% manually done. Just like the tradition wants.
The Ingredients are first of all put into the nougat makers, where the ingredients
are being amalgamated and heated. Then the hazelnuts, almonds and pistachios
are added, previously toasted. This procedure is slow and it may last up to 7-8
hours. The next preparation phase is to put the mixture in containers named
“pastry boards”. Inside the pastry boards, as the name suggest, the nougat is
stirred with a spatula and pressed in order to form an homogeneous and levelled
long piece. Once cooled down, the nougat is chopped in equally measuring bits.

Crumbly Nougat with Almonds

Artisanal
Torroni

R04769 Almond Crumbly Torrone
(200 g)

Crumbly Torrone with almonds is still nowadays being prepared
using an ancient never modified recipe, which needs 10 hours
of crafting with rigorously genuine ingredients, like Wildflower
Honey, Extra fine selected almonds, sugar, covering host, egg whites
and natural aromas.
Sweet Honey and exquisite First Class Pistachio. A real and true
soft specialty. Its prolonged mixing and its slow cooking make this
Torrone a product with an intense product, and with a consolidated
tradition that is as important as the other local flavours, for
a unique and exclusive triumph of flavours, made real by the
Rustichella d ’Abruzzo Artisanal Laboratories.
R00419 Pistachio Soft Torrone
(200 g)

Soft Nougat
with Pistachio

Artisanal
Torroni

Nocciolato

R07237 Nocciolato
(200 g)

Simple and genuine ingredients, the best gianduja milk chocolate
and up to 27% of tasteful hazelnuts are united to create an irresistible
specialty with a unique and genuine taste. Skilfully prepared following
the antique artisanal method, the Nocciolato will be able to satisfy
even the most demanding palates.
The Soft chocolate Torrone is a sweet specialty 100% from Abruzzo,
born in the L’Aquila province at the beginning of the XIV century,
and included since long time into the PAT list (Traditional AgroAlimentary Products). Rustichella d ’Abruzzo proudly proposes a sweet
skilfully prepared with top quality cocoa and exquisite hazelnuts.
Dedicated to those who appreciate the delicate yet intense, simple and
genuine tastes.

Soft Chocolate Nougat

R04771 Chocolate Soft Torrone
(200 g)

Artisanal
Torroni

Pan Torrone

R07911 Pistachio Pan Torrone
(200 g)

Pan Torrone, designed by Rustichella d’Abruzzo, it is a typical confectionery delicacy of
Christmas holidays. What is unique of this product is its craftsmanship, starting from the
selection of the raw materials, which are then processed according to the traditional techniques.
A torrone with honey, almonds and pistachio stuffed with a soft sponge cake soaked with
“Genepì” liqueur, prepared with “Artemisia Unbelliformi” a plant high about 15cm, of whitevelvet color and a strong a typical aromatic scent, a plant that grows on cliffs at high altitudes
in the Abruzzi Apennines. Pan torrone is great to be enjoyed during the Christmas season, with
loved ones, and it is a much-appreciated gift, it can also be tasted all year long to savor the oldest
confectionery tradition of Abruzzo.
Pressata di Fichi Dottata the figs used are characterized by a yellowish green colored thin skin
and very sweet taste, reminiscent of honey due to its high sugar content. This ancient variety of
figs, already praised by Pliny the Elder as the best to be dried, is the main ingredient of Pressata
di Fichi Rustichella d’Abruzzo. Baked, are then skillfully worked with cocoa powder, chopped
nuts, cinnamon, candied citrus fruits (orange, lime, lemon and tangerine) and flavoured with
rum. The tempting dough, pressed in the shape of a “tile”, is covered by a fine layer of pure dark
chocolate. The Pressata di Fichi is a very special sweet, perfect to present to impress your guests
and to try something really unique and delicious!

Pressata with Figs
and Chocolate

R00422 Pressata with Figs and Chocolate
(200 g)

Artisanal Production Process
Biscotti

Artisanal Production Process
A processing work that remained
unchanged in the centuries. In
the past, the Neole were prepared
and consumed at the marriages as
a habit, and with an iron jaw that
was customized with the families
emblem or with the capital letters
of the spouses. With time and with
the spreading of the Neole’s use,
this sweet became more and more
common, and so the tendency to
customize it and to consider it as
a prestigious sweet has been cast
aside, but the historic heritage to
which this link is bound has never
been engulfed. Their preparation
over anointed hot iron jaw can’t be
replaced, and they are still prepared
in this way, even in sweets cooking
prestigious competitions. A simple
and rustic sweet, but also a very
tasty and artisanal one, typical of
the Abruzzo land.

Simple are their ingredients, and simple is their preparation. And simple is
their preparation. Cantucci Rustichella d ’Abruzzo, a simple dough made
with flour, almonds, eggs and sugar, in order to create a long pastry, cut
into 2,5cm slices, and cooked twice in an oven just like every biscuit has
to. A biscuit with a fragrant taste, unforgettable and delicate. Very good if
accompanied by tea or sweet wine.

Biscotti

Prepared with simple methods and
with few ingredients like almonds
and sweet almonds, sugar and egg
whites, that form a light slightly
bitter dough (hence the name,
since “Amaretto” means “Slightly
bitter”), whose characteristics
at the palate depends on the
ingredients proportions and on the
processing of the dough that must
be exclusively hand made. That’s
why so many variants of Amaretti
exists, differing each other for
some characteristics and that
reflect the name of places where
pastry Maestros used to work,
creating their own version, all of
them with their own story. The
recipe that Rustichella d’Abruzzo
proposes is the recipe typical of
Loreto Aprutino, both in the soft
and in the crunchy versions.

Artisanal
Biscotti

R05506 Crunchy Amaretti

R05416 Soft Amaretti

R04318 Almond Cantucci

R04378 Crunchy Neole

(250 g)

(250 g)

Amaretti are traditional handmade biscuits with sweet and bitter
almonds, sugar and albumen. The recipe proposd by Rustichella
d’Abruzzo is the typical one from Loreto Aprutino (one of the
most fascinating old medieval villages in Abruzzo). You can
choose Crunchy or Soft version.
Typical pastry from Abruzzo made with a production process
that has not changed over the centuries, which involves the use of
ferro for cooking, an essential double-slabbed and slightly hollow
tool, which gives the Neole their peculiar rhombus-shaped look.
Typical pastry from Abruzzo and spread in Central Italy, it is
made with a simple dough of flour, almonds, eggs and sugar,
kneaded in order to obtain a soft long-shaped dough which is cut
up in slices after the first cooking and then baked again until it
becomes a fragrant, tasty and perfumed biscuit.

(200 g)

(150 g)

Artisanal Production Process
Sclucchiata

Sclucchiata from
Montepulciano
Grape

The Sclucchiata is the typical Abruzzo grape jam,
produced using grapes from autochthonous red
berried grape, mainly Montepulciano d’Abruzzo,
harvested when the optimal state of maturity has
passed. Our Sclucchiata is made with more than 85%
of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes. The final product
is absolutely natural and preserves the full taste
and fragrance of this typical Abruzzo grape variety.
Its preparation respects tradition and is rigorously
handmade.

Montepulciano
Extra Grape Jam
grown in Abruzzo

R00423 Sclucchiata
(360 g)

For the greediest or for lovers of popular traditions we
recommend trying the Sclucchiata as a filling of Neole
Rustichella d’Abruzzo sprinkled with cinnamon and
powdered sugar.

Artisanal Production Process
Honey

100% Honey
from Abruzzo

100% Abruzzo Honey
* Quantity tied to annual production

R07999 Miele di Acacia

When we think of the sweet produce typical of
our land it is impossible not to mention honey.
Historical sources tell us that production of this
fine natural delicacy dates back to the High Middle
Ages. Abruzzo is Europe’s top honey producing
region. The medieval village of Tornareccio is at the
heart of this activity and every year holds a grand
celebration of honey – the “Tornareccio Queen of
Honey” fair.

100% Abruzzese (250 g)

R08000 Miele Millefiori
100% Abruzzese (250 g)

R01209 Miele di Acacia

R01208 Miele Millefiori

100% Italiano (250 g)

100% Italiano (250 g)

R05636 Miele di Bosco

100% Italiano (250 g)

Acacia: Sweet and silky tasting, this is amazing paired with blue cheeses or more
spicy varieties like gorgonzola.
Millefiori: A captivating aroma and a perfect match for soft, fresh cheeses like
taleggio and squacquerone.
Melata di Bosco: Slightly bitter tasting with an amber hue, it is strongly reminiscent
of baked brown sugar; for this reason it is at its best warmed up and served on
ricotta cheese as a dessert.

100% Honey
from Abruzzo

The production process is still the traditional
one of bygone days, where the honey is extracted
by centrifuging or by pouring and then filtered
through a fabric bag and placed in steel containers
prior to decanting and maturation. This processing
method, passed down from generation to
generation, preserves the aromas and intrinsic
qualities of typical Abruzzo flora, ensuring that
Abruzzo honey is pure, unadulterated, natural and
above all deliciously excellent.

ItalianHoney

R01210 Miele di

R05635 Miele di

Castagno
100% Italiano (250 g)

Agrumi
100% Italiano (250 g)

Castagno: Bitter tasting, suitable especially for flavouring. Excellent with Parmesan
and Grana Padano cheeses.
Agrumi: Fruity, floral and pleasantly acidulous on the palate, it is great with raw fish
or spun-curd cheeses of varied maturity.

Artisanal Production Process
La Zunza

Zunza
with Anise

Anise is the ingredient that is never missing in
Abruzzo desserts. Tradition has passed on its use
in the doughs of ciambelloni, ferratelle and even
combined with coffee. La Zunza is an artisanal
sweet anise with genuine products like eggs, sugar
and flour. The term “Zunza” is most likely to be
connected to a root of the Arabic language, filtered
by the Spanish dialects, which links the word to the
concept of nectar.

Soft Cake with Anise

R08765 La Zunza - Soft Cake with Anise
(500 g)

The characteristic flavor is given by the contrast between the
sweetness of the dough and the freshness of anise. Outside the
Zunza is covered with almonds. Excellent with creams, sweet
wines and liqueurs.





